
Tips, Tricks and Advice from your local “IT Guru” 

This month I want to talk to you about cameras. Before that though, I’d like to quickly explain something. If you 
have spent any time on the Internet since the end of May, you will have noticed that almost every website causes 
a popup to appear that features information about cookies and EU Law. You can visit my site at www.4-
11consultants.co.uk to see a clear example of this. Basically, this new popup is to ensure that the website is 
conforming to a new EU directive, which states that all websites owned by those in the EU must warn visitors that 
the website may use cookies and leave them on your system. Now, some of you may be wondering what a 
cookie is! Well, in its simplest form, it’s a little file that is stored on your system with information that will make it 
easier the next time you visit the site, such as a username or a password. This can be quite helpful as it means 
that you don’t have to re-enter information each time you visit the site. Some cookies however can be quite 
malicious. One of the things that can be achieved through cookies is the ability to track where you go and what 
you do on the Internet, and then reporting back to whoever issued to cookie itself. This sort of information is 
invaluable to advertisers and is, in most cases, completely harmless, but there may be some things that you just 
don’t want the world knowing. The new law has been instated to ensure that you, as a user, are warned that the 
website is using cookies, though unless the website explains exactly what they are doing with the cookies it’s 
fairly useless. Most sites won’t work well with cookies disabled and you’ll probably end up just enabling them 
anyway, which means that you’ll never see this popup more than once. So, is this a worrying prospect? I don’t 
think so. Cookies have been around for a long time, and will continue to be used. The warnings will just be one 
more thing that we have to click through, and it won’t stop the nefarious use of cookies or people being caught 
out. In my opinion, if you just stick to all the usual precautions then you should be okay! 

Moving onward, then. Many years ago, I took up photography: I had a fancy SLR with a bag full of lenses, I knew 
all about F-stops, Depth of Field, and ISO numbers. In fact, to even see the photographs, I had to send the films 
off and eagerly await the returned prints. Invariably, most of the pictures were utter rubbish and had to be 
discarded, but once in a while a good photograph would turn up. However, the camera was big and heavy, and 
the bag of lenses was so huge that most of the time I never had it with me. Even when I did bring the lenses with 
me, it took so long to set up that the photo opportunity had usually gone by the time I was ready. I often wonder 
how many brilliant shots I missed by either not having the camera with me, or taking too long to set up. I 
eventually bought a digital SLR when they dropped to a sensible price, and it took stunning pictures but still 
suffered from the same problems of the old 35mm SLR. Today, I have a compact camera that is fully automatic, 
has an impossibly long zoom lens, a ridiculously high megapixel count, and detects blinking, faces, camera 
shake, and even stray pedestrians wandering into shot. Better yet, it fits easily in my pocket and, best of all; I can 
review the results immediately. Most of pictures are still rubbish, though! So, maybe some things will never 
change. The trouble is that it’s so complicated to use, and I can never remember how to put it in one of its many 
modes, so I’m still missing shots because I am just messing around with it instead of concentrating on the subject 
matter. What’s the point of this trip down memory lane, you may ask? Well, recently I was looking through my 
photos and realised that most of them are now taken on my phone and all of them are pretty good. Okay, they’re 
not the full 16-megapixel amazingness of my compact camera, but they’re all in focus, all lit properly and, most 
importantly, I captured the moment as I intended. Most smartphone cameras are 5-8 megapixels, have 
autofocus, and have a very simple interface. They can be fired up in seconds and, providing that you are not too 
ambitious, produce more than acceptable results. Someone once said, “the best camera is the one that you have 
with you.” That certainly applies to a ubiquitous device like a camera phone. Furthermore, with the right software 
they can also be used as a barcode reader, a scanner, and a translation device. Also, I hardly even write notes 
anymore as I just take a picture of whatever I need to remember! If you haven’t already, it might be time to start 
using that camera phone a little bit more.  

If you have any questions or anything you would like me to cover in this column, email me at look@4-
11consultants.co.uk 

 David runs 4-11 Consultants, a local company specialising in home and small business computer problems and 
can be contacted on 01206736161 


